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Work and labour in Canada

2017

as oil reserves decline and the environment takes centre stage in public policy discussions the merits and dangers of nuclear power and nuclear waste management are once

again being debated nuclear waste management in canada provides a critical counterpoint to the position of government and industry by examining not only the technical but

also the social and ethical aspects of the issue what do frequently used terms such as safety risk and acceptability really mean and how and why did the public consultation

process in canada fail to address ethical and social issues this timely collection defuses the uncertainty ambiguity and ignorance that surrounds discussions of nuclear energy

Work and Labour in Canada

2010

the routledge international handbook of critical issues in health and illness is a multidisciplinary reference book that brings together cutting edge health and illness topics from

around the globe it offers a range of theoretical and critical perspectives to provide contemporary insights into complex health issues that can offer ways to address

inequitable patterns of illness and ill health this collection written by an international pool of expert academics from a range of disciplinary backgrounds is unique in providing

theoretical and critical analyses on key health topics considering power and broader social structures that influence health and illness outcomes the chapters are organised in

three parts the first covers medical contexts here chapters provide commentary and critical analysis of the history of medicine medicalisation pharmaceuticalisation services

and care medical technology diagnosis screening personalised medicine and complementary and alternative medicine the second part covers life contexts chapters include a

range of life contexts that have implications for health including gender sexuality reproduction disability ethnicity indigeneity inequality ageing and dying the third part covers

shifting contextual domains chapters consider contemporary areas of life that are rapidly changing including bioethics digital health migration medical travel geography and

place commercialisation globalisation and climate change the routledge international handbook of critical issues in health and illness is a key contemporary reference text for

scholars students researchers and professionals across disciplines including sociology psychology anthropology geography medicine public health and health science

Nuclear Waste Management in Canada

2010-07-01

critical issues in international financial reform ad dresses weaknesses of the current international financial system and potential beneficial reforms the focus is on the countries
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of latin america and the caribbean but the authors also take into account relevant lessons from the experience of canada a country highly integrated into world and

hemispheric trade and financial markets critical issues offers a new perspective on a discussion too often dominated by interest groups that take strong even rigid positions on

issues with limited understanding of the technical aspects of the issues and little concern for the interests of the developing world its chapters have been written by experts in

the economic political and social aspects of the international financial integration of developing countries financial crises and their associated social and economic traumas are

the most apparent symptom that something is amiss in the process of world economic integration but there are also broader questions about the nature and magnitude of the

benefits and costs of increased international capital flows for different groups of countries in the developing and developed worlds for example even in the absence of

turbulence is it optimal for all participants that capital movements be as free as possible does capital inflow discourage domestic savings to a degree that should cause worry

are some types of flows inherently more beneficial than others for instance direct investment flows versus flows into host stock markets how can the instability of capital

movements best be curtailed these questions concern the contributors to this volume this volume demonstrates that the evolution of the world financial system its various

problems and what is or is not done about them require an understanding of the links among financial economic and political variables critical issues in international financial

reform is an important contribution to this debate and will be of value to researchers in economic policy history and international politics albert berry is professor of economics

at the university of toronto and research director of the program on latin america and the caribbean gustavo indart is special lecturer of economics and the coordinator of the

program on latin america and the caribbean at the university of toronto the papers in this conference volume are grounded on solid economic theory and empirical research

and take a critical view of the prescriptions of the so called washington consensus and of the policies followed in most developing countries under the advice of the

international financial institutions ifis the economics and the political economy of their current financial arrangements in which the ifis play such an importnat role are given a

thorough treatment this volume is a very valuable contribution to a debate that interests both academics and policymakers the thirteen papers are uniformly of high quality and

are often very innovative juan antonio morales president central bank of bolivia a stimulating and balanced set of analyses drawing insightfully upon comparative experiences

of national and international financial systems and their reform both actual and potential it is unusual and welcome in its effective blending of political and economic insights

and its use of analyses that are refreshingly skeptical of orthodox presumptions gerald helliner university of toronto

Community-based Policing

1985

this volume of essays examines key cutting edge areas of international refugee law including strategies for interpretative harmony the rights of refugees and the standard of

proof in complementary protection each topic is examined from a theoretical and a practical perspective in order to find solutions to the many legal issues and concerns which

currently confront this area of law and to seek ways to advance the field as a whole
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Critical Issues

1993-09-24

critical issues in environmental taxation is an internationally refereed publication devoted to environmental taxation issues on a worldwide basis it seeks to provide insights

and analysis for achieving environmental goals through tax policy by sharing the perspectives of the authors in response to the diverse challenges posed by environmental

taxation issues effective approaches used in one country may be considered and possibly implemented by governmental authorities in other countries each volume contains

pioneering and thought provoking articles contributed by the world s leading environmental tax scholars this eight volume includes 42 articles on environmental tax issues

which were presented at the tenth global conference on environmental taxation it features articles in six areas relating to environmental tax reforms experiences and potential

market based instruments for climate protection market based instruments for environmentally sound management of energy market based instruments for environmentally

sound management of water market based instruments for environmentally sound management of urban areas and evaluation of market based environmental policies the

quality of the articles published in volume viii reflects the excellent and inspiring work of leading scholars and practitioners in the field of environmental taxation

Critical Issues in the History of Canadian Science, Technology, and Medicine

1983

moral regulation and governance in canada offers an outstanding selection of readings that represents an overview of the key issues in deviance moral regulation and

governance in canada from a distinctly canadian perspective it effectively tracks the sociology of deviance from governmentality studies to theories of social control of

particular note is the focus this book gives to gender issues it also argues that sometimes what is considered deviant is less related to criminality and more concerned with

the perception of normalcy

Power and Resistance

1994

public poetics is a collection of essays and poems that address some of the most pressing issues of the discipline in the twenty first century the collection brings together

fifteen original essays addressing publics poetry and poetics from the situated space of canada while simultaneously troubling the notion of the nation as a stable term it asks

hard questions about who and what count as publics in canada critical essays stand alongside poetry as visual and editorial reminders of the cross pollination required in
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thinking through both poetry and poetics public poetics is divided into three thematic sections the first contains essays surveying poetics in the present moment through the

lens of the public private divide systematic racism in canada the counterpublic feminist poetics and canadian innovations on postmodern poetics the second section contains

author specific studies of public poets the final section contains essays that use innovative renderings of poetics as a means of articulating alternative communities and

practices each section is paired with a collection of original poetry by ten contemporary canadian poets this collection attends to the changing landscape of critical discourse

around poetry and poetics in canada and will be of use to teachers and students of poetry and poetics

Community-based Policing

1985

the ideas and papers in this volume primarily showcase the work of a group of new scholars who will lead the next generation of educational practise and inquiry while the

topics explored are critical issues the ways in which these new scholars have chosen to address them illustrates the diversity of voice venue and value that has led them to

present their work education and what it means has entered a new era in which the primary focus on education for the sake of education is strained an educational free for all

in the sense of a no holds barred fight seems in place as competition for market share effective branding exercises and movement towards a client based delivery of

educational services on demand as demanded has been fuelled and compounded by litigation accreditation transfer credits and matters of patents copyrights ownership and

monopoly the link between education and financial well being has been co opted as the key to personal success unfortunately the degree pursuit often called the paper chase

has become competitive for learners seeking scholarships awards and entry into graduate school this transition indicates movement from becoming well educated to

employability potential paralleling much institutional retooling and sustenance of enhanced reputation and fiscal viability

Routledge International Handbook of Critical Issues in Health and Illness

2021-07-27

in approximately two decades china has transformed from a stagnant socialist economy to one that is vibrant and largely market oriented given china s size rapid economic

growth and her increasing importance as an economic and political power the country s growth and development have aroused major interest among academics and

policymakers worldwide written by a distinguished group of economists this volume offers insight and in depth analysis of a wide range of issues related to china s growth and

development from the role of higher education in the country s economic growth to socioeconomic issues such as stock market manipulation and rural urban migration the

contributors are established scholars in the field and their research methodologies are at the frontier of modern analytical economics including economic dynamics and
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computable general equilibrium analysis the volume will be of interest to students and researchers in the areas of chinese economic studies finance and international

economics international business and transitional economy

Critical Issues in the Canadian Law of Architects and Engineers

2023

how can we meet the needs of today without diminishing the capacity of future generations to meet theirs this is the central question posed by sustainable development oecd

countries committed themselves to sustainable development at the 1992 un

Power & Resistance

2022

this text is a summary of narrative twentieth century canadian history underpinning critical historical issues and events major themes addressed include economics defence

growth of national independence regional differences the role of women and politics and immigration

Critical Issues in International Financial Reform

1995

how do we make sense of the social problems that continue to plague canadian society our understanding of issues such as poverty racism violence homophobia crime and

pollution stems from our view of how society is structured from the dominant neoliberal perspective social problems arise from individuals making poor choices from a critical

perspective however these social troubles are caused by structural social inequalities disparities in economic social and political power that is relations of power based on

class race gender and sexual orientation are the central structural element of capitalist patriarchal colonialist societies the contributors to power and resistance use this critical

perspective to explore canadian social issues such as poverty colonialism homophobia violence against women climate change and so on this sixth edition adds chapters on

the corporatization of higher education the lethal impacts of colonialism democracy the social determinants of health drug policy and sexual violence on campus
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Interpreting Critical Natural Resource Issues in Canadian and United States National Park Service Areas

1994

canadian foreign policy in critical perspective is a provocative collection of thirteen original essays that questions many of the basic assumptions in canadian foreign policy

and much of its conventional wisdom by taking a self consciously critical approach to specific issues the authors encourage students to question their own assumptions and

investigate alternative ways of thinking about canada s place in the world and its relations with other nations with a strong canadian focus this text gives students access to

cutting edge research on topics like canada s ongoing involvement in afghanistan canada us border policy the scarcity of french language literature on canadian foreign policy

and more the book also makes original contributions to the literature on canadian foreign policy through coverage of cases issues and dilemmas that have been neglected in

the existing literature

Power and Resistance

2010-08-19

anti racism studies have blossomed over the years with scholarship and political work reinforcing each other to cement anti racist change but how do we understand anti

racist research how is anti racist research methodology different from other methods of research investigation what are the principles of anti racism research this edited

collection attempts to provide some answers by bringing together works that examine the perils and desires of anti racist research with a particular focus on the notion of

difference and a serious consideration of the race gender class and sexuality intersections implications of educational research

Critical Issues in International Refugee Law

2010-10-07

in recent years there have been significant changes in education across the globe largely as a result of changing demographics technological developments and increased

globalization relatedly the changing needs of societies and families along with new research findings provide new directions in early childhood education consequently early

childhood teachers today are faced with higher and more complex expectations to help ensure that their students achieve their full potential such expectations suggest that

early childhood teachers should be professionals who are able to draw on a robust knowledge base in making educational decisions it follows that teacher education

programs should develop and implement innovative programs that can potentially enhance the quality of our future teachers an awareness of pressing issues in the field of
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early childhood teacher education led the editors to develop this volume the chapters in these two volumes bring together scholars from across the us and the globe who are

interested in improving the quality of early childhood teacher education the chapters present their experiences perspectives and lessons learned as they addressed some of

the challenging issues concerning the education and preparation of future early childhood teachers the various issues and perspectives from different states in the us or

countries across the globe provide insights into current issues and dilemmas facing the field the contributions of these scholars should inform the discourse on early childhood

teacher education and help those who work with preservice teachers improve the quality of their work

Critical Issues in Environmental Taxation

2006

drawing on the latest research and statistics population health in canada presents critical analyses of the most pressing population health equity issues in canada comprising

research papers and briefs written by some of the top scholars in the field this edited collection illustrates fundamental concepts of population health including social inclusion

and exclusion health as a public good and the social determinants of health the editors careful selection of the framework and contents has been designed to encourage a

social justice lens to address health inequities that are systemic socially produced and unfair sections on methodological tools population health equity community action and

current issues introduce students to the components needed to understand population health in canada with an emphasis on theory methods interventions policy and

knowledge translation this timely volume is well suited to a variety of courses on population health in social science and health studies programs

Moral Regulation and Governance in Canada

2015-06-18

how do we make sense of the social problems that continue to plague canadian society our understanding of issues such as poverty racism violence homophobia crime and

pollution stems from our view of how society is structured from the dominant neoliberal perspective social problems arise from individuals making poor choices from a critical

perspective however these social troubles are caused by structural social inequalities disparities in economic social and political power that is relations of power based on

class race gender and sexual orientation are the central structural element of capitalist patriarchal colonialist societies the contributors to power and resistance use this critical

perspective to explore canadian social issues such as poverty colonialism homophobia violence against women climate change and so on this sixth edition adds chapters on

the corporatization of higher education the lethal impacts of colonialism democracy the social determinants of health drug policy and sexual violence on campus
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Public Poetics

2013-02-11

how does social regulation shape who is deviant and who is normal critical perspectives on social control and social regulation in canada is an introduction to the sociology of

what has traditionally been called deviance and conformity this book shifts the focus from individuals labelled deviant to the political and economic processes that shape

marginalization power and exclusion class gender race and sexuality are the bases for understanding deviance and it is within these relations of power that the labels deviant

and normal are socially developed and the behaviours of those less powerful become regulated this textbook introduces readers to theories and critiques of traditional

approaches to deviance and conformity using vivid and timely examples of contemporary social regulation and control this textbook brings to life how forces of social control

and marginalization interact with social media sex work immigration anti colonialism digital surveillance and social movements and much more theories and critiques are

clarified with summaries definitions rich illustrative examples discussion questions recommended resources and test banks for instructors

Critical Issues in Higher Education

2017-11-30

this book extends the ongoing discussion on critical approaches within clinical and health psychology in particular it emphasises the need to consider the importance of social

and cultural factors in understanding health illness and disability with detailed examination of a wide range of empirical studies it demonstrates the vibrancy of contemporary

critical psychological research michael murray keele university provides an original overview of areas within health and clinical psychology that are frequently overlooked in

other textbooks it is distinctive in three major ways first it takes an explicitly critical approach and therefore locates our current psychological understandings of issues within

health and clinical psychology within their broader social and cultural contexts second it considers both physical and mental health simultaneously which is a major strength

third it is unique in its scope and focus in achieving these distinctive features this text competently draws on up to date research and literature across a range of disciplines

and fields in an accessible and engaging manner i personally think it should be a must read for all those studying and working within the health psychology field antonia lyons

massey university this textbook gives a clear and thought provoking introduction to the critical issues related to health illness and disability in clinical and health psychology

challenging some of the preconceptions of ill health of the biomedical approach the book explores how health and illness is often shaped by factors such as culture poverty

gender and sexuality and examines how these influences impact on the experience and treatment of physical and mental illness as well as disability students are introduced

to literature from disciplines other than psychology to provide multiple perspectives on these complex issues critical issues in clinical and health psychology is a key textbook

for undergraduate and postgraduate students taking courses in health or clinical psychology as well as for students from other disciplines related to health and mental health
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care

Critical Issues in China's Growth and Development

2001-07-11

this study provides an accessible introduction to contemporary quebec society identifying the issues important to quebecois themselves and putting these into a context which

makes them readily understood this book deals with issues such as the changing role of the family the integration of immigrants into the francophile milieu and the debate on

how to change the health care system

Sustainable Development Critical Issues

1998

identifies and addresses critical issues in ecotourism this book provides the reader with contributions from international scholars that address issues of relevance incorporating

scientific insights in specialised fields of research for example identifying and protecting critical habits where tourists engage with endangered species

Canadian Issues

2020-05-06T00:00:00Z

this new edition of staying alive provides readers with a fresh perspective on health health care and illness in canada and abroad grounded in a human rights approach to

health this edited collection includes chapters on the social construction of illness and disability social determinants of health and current critical issues in the field the third

edition has been thoroughly updated and includes recent national and international developments in health care with current world statistics and an emphasis on austerity

related changes and their effects on health and health care systems it includes chapters on pharmaceutical policy social class women s health and the impact of economic

forces such as globalization and privatization in health care
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Power and Resistance

2010

who counts as a health care worker the question of where we draw the line between health care workers and non health care workers is not merely a matter of academic

nicety or a debate without consequences for care it is a central issue for policy development because the definition often results in a division among workers in ways that

undermine care critical to care uses a wide range of evidence to reveal the contributions that those who provide personal care who cook clean keep records and do laundry

make to health services as a result of current reforms these workers are increasingly treated as peripheral even though the research on what determines health demonstrates

that their work is essential the authors stress the invisibility and undervaluing of women s work as well as the importance of context in understanding how this work is defined

and treated through a gendered analysis critical to care establishes a basis for discussing research policy and other actions in relation to the work of thousands of

marginalized women and men every day

Canadian Foreign Policy in Critical Perspective

2005

first published in 1991 this is volume 22 of the source books on education series politically speaking the study of foreign languages and cultures helps maintain a strong

competitive position in an increasingly global marketplace it was hard to imagine in 1957 that the launching of a soviet rocket would push the united states into its greatest

investment ever in foreign language education as american policy makers attempted to play catch up with our brothers and sisters behind the iron curtain this country infused

federal dollars into extensive foreign language teacher training and the creation of new foreign language educational programs as suddenly as federal support was given

however so was it taken away and its withdrawal was responsible for one of the darkest periods in the history of foreign language education in america drawing on the

expertise of a number of the nation s most experienced and creative foreign language educators this volume edited by ellen s silber addresses some of the crucial problems

we face in foreign language education today

Critical Issues in Anti-racist Research Methodologies

2020-06-01

this edited volume brings to the foreground the inequities of contemporary schooling in canada the editors and authors perform a critical examination of the canadian
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schooling space highlighting the agency and action of marginalized communities and their efforts to address injustice within contexts of schooling grounded in the unique

perspective of each author this book provides a venue for transformative practice to create inclusive and socially just contexts for diverse populations specifically as

experienced by peoples who inhabit the intersections of various modes of oppression

Critical Issues in Early Childhood Teacher Education

2017-12-15

this book presents the work of a new generation of critical criminologists who explore the geographical institutional and political contexts of the discipline in canada breaking

away from mainstream criminology and law and order discourses the authors offer a spectrum of theoretical approaches to criminal justice from governmentality to feminist

criminology from critical realism to anarchism and they propose novel approaches to topics ranging from genocide to white collar crime by posing crucial questions and

attempting to define what criminology should be this book will shape debates about crime policing and punishment for years to come

Population Health in Canada

2020-05-06T00:00:00Z

describes the emergence of new issues in canadian public policy in the neoliberal era and surveys the evolution of critical approaches to policy studies intended for scholars

students and practitioners of political science and public policy this title deals with issues such as mad cow disease border screening and global warming

Power and Resistance

1993-09-24

Critical Issues

2020-08-25T00:00:00Z
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Critical Perspectives on Social Control and Social Regulation in Canada

2012-04-20

Critical Issues in Clinical and Health Psychology

1997

Quebec Society

1993-09-24

Critical Issues

2007

Critical Issues in Ecotourism

2019-12-13

Staying Alive, Third Edition: Critical Perspectives on Health, Illness, and Health Care

2008-01-01
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Critical to Care

2013-09-13

Critical Issues in Foreign Language Instruction

2018-12-18

Critical Schooling

2011-01-01

Critical Criminology in Canada

2007

Critical Policy Studies
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